
AFRICA  Interesting facts



     Below are a variety of facts about Africa - geographical, economic, 
political, and many others. Of course, these are not all facts about 
Africa, it would be impossible to list all the facts about this continent, 
but nevertheless, these are interesting and curious facts.



   Women of the Mursi 
tribe wear lip plates, which 
can be up to 12 cm in 
diameter.

   Most of the best runners 
in the world come from 
one tribe in Kenya called 
the Kalenjin.



   Today, Bushmen living 
in southern Africa use 
the same tools as 
those found in a cave 
inhabited 44,000 years 
ago.

   In Africa, as in Asia, 
people have to go an 
average of 6 km a day 
to get water for 
different purposes.



The total number of 
HIV infections in Africa 
is estimated at 25 
million.Only 24 percent 
of residents of the 
villages of Black Africa 
have a standard of 
sanitary conditions. In 
urban areas, the figure 
is 42 percent.
    

Over 100 million 
Facebook accounts 
have been registered in 
Africa.



    Africans are big fans of semolina. It is a side dish to meat and vegetable 
dishes. Also without semolina it is impossible to imagine African couscous – 
one of the traditional dishes.



   A cow in Africa is too valuable a resource to kill it for meat, but to extract fresh blood 
can be almost without damage to the animal. Combined with the cow's own milk, this 
blood gives African tribes all the necessities of life during times of drought and during 
periods when there is no possibility to get hold of other foods.



   Large blue-green caterpillar of the butterfly of Pawlikowski valuable, and most importantly, free 
source of protein for people in many African countries. Caterpillars are harvested on trees, boiled 
and dried in the sun before eating. In South Africa, where mopane are considered a delicacy, grown 
in special farms and often served even in restaurants.



Ridiculous laws of Africa
 In Africa it is forbidden to shoot in the shadows.

In Africa, students are allowed to come to the exam drunk only if they woke up in a bad 
mood;

In Africa people are not allowed to rap in a Duo with a kangaroo;

In Africa people can't use public transport if it touch phone;

In Africa, the man who accidentally spilled tea on you, will be imprisoned for two days.



Question “How much does a 
good wife cost?"many African 
tribes are far from idle. About 
marriages here, arranged by the 
parents of the bride parents of 
the groom or by the groom, they 
also determine how much you 
want to for daughter. And young 
women have practically no rights, 
only duties.



A small dialog with a young woman from 
winefish the Arbore tribe:

– What's your name?
- White and black cow.
In response to the surprised exclamation:
– This name was given to me by the husband 
after the wedding.



    The most expensive costs to the man's first wife. Subsequent would 
be slightly cheaper.The wife will do all the work at home. in some parts 
of West Africa, it is forbidden for a woman to climb a coconut tree not 
only because it is offensive to male dignity, but also because it can 
punish the entire tribe by supernatural forces.



Africa is a very interesting country. Here you can see a lot. Different 
people of different cultures live in Africa. Despite the fact that Africa is 
the richest country in the world but at the same time poor. So many 
tourists and people from different countries every year to help poor 
people.




